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When a liquid changes to gas, does it condense or evaporate? Spell the plural of â€œleaf.â€• If a

truck weighs 3 Â½ tons, how many pounds does it weigh? Plus decimals, synonyms and antonyms,

plants and animals, the human body, root words, number patterns, Grab Bag, and government:

What do we call the highest court of law in the United States? Brain Quest Grade 4 quizzes kids on

the stuff they need to know when they need to know it, with 1,500 curriculum-based questions and

answers reflecting the latest school standards. Vetted by a panel of Americaâ€™s highest

award-winning teachers, and embraced by kids and parents because it flat-out works, Brain Quest

opens a world of information and education with its fast-paced question-and-answer format, bright

full-color illustrations, and lively attitude.
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My son loved the Q&A format of these cards and we exchanged "high fives" every time he got a

"genius point." The cards include a good mix of super easy questions to more challenging ones--all

targeted for a specific age level. It would be a stretch to call this game "educational" but the back

and forth interaction between quizzer and quizzee provides great family fun. This works very well as

a game to pass time in the car or on the airplane.



Iâ€™ve used the K, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade decks as a supplement to our home-school to teach

research skills. I am disappointed with this 4th grade deck. It contains 148 cards, each with 10

questions (2 science, 2 English, 2 math, 2 miscellany, 1 US history, 1 geography).A few of the

questions are similar enough to essentially be considered repeats (for example, cards 56 and 71

both ask to differentiate between â€œloseâ€• and â€œlooseâ€•). A few of the questions are repeats

from the 3rd grade deck (for example, card 146: To change the type on a document you find

â€œfontâ€• on your computer. True or false? This question was also asked on card 95 of the 3rd

grade deck). A few of the questions are clumsily/confusingly worded (for example, card 118: If you

recycle a document on your computer, it stays until the trash is emptied. True or false?). A few of

the questions do not seem age-appropriate (for example, card 72: Who wrote Uncle Tomâ€™s

Cabin?). A lot of the math questions are arithmetic computations, rather than conceptual trivia (for

example card 128: Multiply $3.86 by 52). A few of the answers are inaccurate (for example, card

130: Name the largest desert in the world. The answer given is the Sahara, but actually Antarctica is

the worldâ€™s largest desert, by far.)I have tried to find out if the company maintains a list of

corrections but they donâ€™t seem to. Having to fact-check every question really defeats the

purpose of the product. But itâ€™s certainly not worthlessâ€”it can still be a fun game, and it does

provide lots of opportunity for further research and discussion. I may decide not to use this product

in our home-school this year, and I will likely not purchase any additional decks, but since I have this

one, I will probably use it as a starting point for developing my own research skills curriculum for my

4th grade kids.

this is the grade where they change greatly from the K or pre-K. no cute pics or anything it is just

questions. Daughter not too fond as she had grown to like the characters on the cards but they are

still very educational and good.

I bought these for our oldest son who was starting 4th grade. He can't get enough of them. The

cards are also great for the car. We recently took a 4 hr. trip and the kids loved being quizzed. My

husband and I also participate, because there are a few things you forget over the years! They

really are a wonderful way for kids to learn in a fun way. I previously bought the 2nd grade ones and

now also bought the kindergarten cards for our 2nd son. I will definately be buying each set through

the years!



IMO, there is a big jump between the K cards and the 1st Grade set. That's actually a good thing,

because I thought the K cards were way too easy. My 5 year old preschooler breezed right through

the K set, but these are more of a challenge. I look forward to actually working with him to master

this set over the next year. My child just entered K, so I think these cards are a good intro for me as

a parent to what types of things he will formally learn in K and 1st grade. Like with the other sets, I

would expect these cards to be too easy for a child that has already completed 1st grade. These are

a great tool as long as you are actually buying them at a level that will challenge your child,

regardless of the age on the package.

Our boys love all the Brain Quest products. Parents will appreciate the design of this product - All

question cards are attached at the bottom, so it is very easy to collect the cards and return them to

the box. Anyone who has searched throughout a house or car for missing game pieces will

understand the value of this "neat" game.

We have long drives to our family so these Brain Quest cards are excellent for passing time. My son

and his friends love these. They are challenging, funny, fun. The way they are put together -

mechanically is great for a car. They are small, coated so they don't get dirty, and hold up to being

tossed around. We had the 3rd grade cards and had to keep going!

I purchased these flashcards for our daughter to get some brain exercises during our vacation next

week, we opened the box to do one question and that led over 50 more!! I had to tell her we needed

to stop and save them for the trip. The questions that she didn't know led to quick teachable

moments and we both enjoyed ourselves.
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